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UREA BUTTONS
These buttons are made using no water, apart from a small quantity that gets 
absorbed by the material during the dow making (urea has a similar processing to 
making and baking bread). Therefore there is also no water wastage, and also no 
dying.

The composition of these buttons is 30% food-based, such as potato starch, 20% 
horn powder, making use of the waste from cuttings of horn buttons, and 50% is urea 
powder, which is usually used as fertilizer especially in floriculture to make flowers 
bloom more easily and faster.

The strict minimum for the formaldehyde is 75 ppm. To pass the Oeckotex strictest 
standard we have to stay within 16 ppm. Our urea scores 10 ppm.

PRINCESS COAT
33010010-11511

100% VIRGIN WOOL 
(PURPLE)
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GOTS CERTIFIED BIO COTTON LINING
The custom Andreas jacquard lining is made with 55% Organic Cotton.

Organic cotton is grown without harmful chemicals, leaving the soil, air and water free from contaminates 
that cause harm. Organic cotton produces around 46% less CO2e compared to conventional cotton. It also 
uses far less water to grow since organic cotton growers typically utilize rain far more than irrigation.

100% BIO COTTON

JACQUES JACKET
14010039-11550

CINDERELLA DRESS
11010154-11588

BALI JACKET
14010040-11601

BACK SLIT TROUSERS
32030008-11550

DUMBO JACKET
34010008-11590
34010008-11588



ECO-FRIENDLY PADDING

FSC CERTIFIED VISCOSE LINING

The garment’s padding is unique due to its content of fibre obtained from the recycling of PET bottles. 
Providing the highest quality and insulation with the lowest environmental impact. Every year 600 million 
bottles are transformed into wadding avoiding over 40 million kg of CO2 emission into the environment. 
Buying a garment with this wadding means making a conscious choice to protect the environment.

The lining used in these garments is FSC Certified. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an 
international non-profit, multi-stakeholder organization established in 1993 to promote responsible 
management of the world’s forests. The FSC does this by setting standards on forest products, along with 
certifying and labelling them as eco-friendly.



RECYCLED
PET BOTTLES

RECYCLED
PET BOTTLES

100% BIO COTTON
DETACHABLE LININGS

FSC VISCOSE 
(INNER LINING, NOT 

DETACHABLE)

FSC VISCOSE 
(INNER LINING, NOT 

DETACHABLE)

100% BIO COTTON
DETACHABLE LININGS

BERNARDO BOMBER
33040001-11607

BERNARDO BOMBER
33040001-11551



CAPPOTTO BELLO JACKET
33010009-11590

CAPPOTTO BELLO JACKET
33010009-11607

RECYCLED
PET BOTTLES

RECYCLED
PET BOTTLES

100% BIO COTTON 100% BIO COTTON



CABES GIE consists of individual and 
collective enterprises of artisans in the 
textile sector in Burkina Faso. It aims to 
promote artisanal and traditional textiles 
and create a reliable supply chain that 
meets international standards of quality and 
creativity as well as production deadlines.  

CABES offers employment to artisans 
in marginalized communities, especially 
women, to lift them out of poverty. The 
collaboration with Ethical Fashion Initiative 
(EFI) helps CABES to build on its expertise 
and consolidate its resources providing 
technical assistance as well as facilitating 
long-term business with the fashion supply 

EFI&CABES GIE COLLABORATION
chain.
This fabric is made with cotton grown locally 
and transformed by Filsah, a spinning 
factory in Burkina Faso. Dying is done 
by the women of our partner workshop, 
AFEPO then the yarn is dried in the natural 
sun for 2 days.

After controlling the quality of the yarns, 
the technicians will work together with 
the artisans on the weaving preparation: 
winding, warping with a creel and 
preparation of the weft. Before starting to 
weave the wrap will have to be inserted 
yarn by yarn in the loom and its comb. It is 
only after 8 to 10 days of preparation that 

weaving can start. 
Sherifa, the weaver who hand wove this 
fabric took 4 weeks to complete at the 
speed of 2mt per day. The process of 
creating the intricate check pattern imply 
counting the number of weft inserted to 
alternate white and orange color. CABES 
team is very proud as Sherifa, who is 19 
joined our training center 9 months ago and 
this very fabric was her first international 
order! 

Lean about the story of Sherifa and the 
CABES GIE organization in the Product 
Education Manual.

HANDWOVEN 
COTTON CHECK

JACQUES JACKET
14010039-11610

OPTIMUM CHAPS
32030010-11610

KNOCKOUT SKIRT
12010040-11610



FSC CERTIFIED VISCOSE
All the 100% viscose, and viscose blended fabrics used in this collection are FSC Certified. 
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international non-profit, multi-stakeholder 
organization established in 1993 to promote responsible management of the world’s forests. 
The FSC does this by setting standards on forest products, along with certifying and 
labelling them as eco-friendly.

PRINTED FSC CERTIFIED 
VISCOSE AND VISCOSE 

BAMBOO

GRAFFITI T-SHIRT
8007 

GRAFFITI CHAPS
8303

GRAFFITI DRESS
8103

GRAFFITI LEGGINGS
8302



FLUID CHECK 
JACQUARD

CUSTOM LIGHTNING 
PRINTED SUSTAINABLE 

FETZEN

CRUSADE DRESS
11010152-11685

DUMBO SKIRT
12010041-11551

CINDERELLA DRESS
11010154-11685

BERNARDO BOMBER
33040001-11551

CRUSADE BLOUSE
15020038-11685

KNOCKOUT SKIRT
12010040-11551



CUSTOM RENAISSANCE 
FLOWER FLUID JACQUARD

CUSTOM RENAISSANCE 
FLOWER FLUID JACQUARD

DUMBO SKIRT
12010041-11589

BIKER DRESS
11010153-11589

KUNG FU PANTS
32030009-11589

PENELOPE CORSET DRESS
11010156-11589



PAMPAS CARDIGAN
5502

MULESING FREE WOOL
This wool is mulesing-free. Mulesing is a crude process in 
which sheep are left with exposed wounds which easily get 
infected, in an attempt to avoid flystrike.

MULESING FREE WOOL 
BLENDED WITH ALPACA

MULESING FREE WOOL 
BLENDED WITH ALPACA

PAMPAS ROUNDNECK
2502 



HEAVY WOOLLEN TWILL

BALI JACKET
14010040-11590

CAPPOTTO BELLO JACKET
33010009-11590

DUMBO JACKET
34010008-11590



LASERED TAILORING WOOL
(NATURAL BEIGE)

VIRGIN WOOL TWILL
(DARK GREEN)

BACK SLIT TROUSERS
32030008-11550

BACK SLIT TROUSERS
32030008-11548

OPTIMUM CHAPS
32030010-11550

OPTIMUM CHAPS
32030010-11548

JACQUES JACKET
14010039-11550

JACQUES JACKET
14010039-11548



RUGBY THUNDER T-SHIRT
8004

THUNDER DRESS
8101

ORGANIC COTTON
Organic farming is the only system which produces cotton entirely without the use 
of chemicals and pesticides. Therefore avoiding the risk such chemicals pose to 
human health and the environment

BIO JERSEY

THUNDER T-SHIRT
8003



GOTS CERTIFIED 
ORGANIC COTTON

GOTS CERTIFIED 
ORGANIC COTTON

DUMBO T-SHIRT
8005

DUMBO DRESS
8102

DUMBO LONG SLEEVE
8006



RECYCLED BUTTONS
These buttons are made from the waste material which 
results from the production of mother of pearl buttons. 

Instead of dumping it to the landfill our supplier has 
found a way to transform waste product into value.

Shell offcuts are grinded into fine powder then mixed 
with resin to form a paste to a percentage of 67% MOP 
to 33% resin. 

The paste is then shaped into sheets and cut to the 
required shape. 

The offcuts are again recycled into new buttons

HANDWOVEN 
COTTON CHECK

JACQUES JACKET
14010039-11610

OPTIMUM CHAPS
32030010-11610

KNOCKOUT SKIRT
12010040-11610

SHELL OFFCUTS SHELL POWDER AND RESIN SHEETSHELL POWDER END PRODUCT



LASERED TAILORING WOOL
(NATURAL BEIGE)

PRINTED COTTON 
VELVET

BACK SLIT TROUSERS
32030008-11548

OPTIMUM CHAPS
32030010-11548

JACQUES JACKET
14010039-11548

BALI JACKET
14010040-11601



WASTE COUTURE PROJECT
The AW20 collection is produced using a little range of “forsaken” fabrics, sourced from the best Italian mills in 
collaboration with Waste Couture and exclusive for Vivienne Westwood stores.

In the past it was not uncommon for mills to produce many meters of fabrics without the guarantee that they would 
ever be used. These materials never got to live their first life cycle despite being perfectly usable and attractive.

Our aim is to return to these materials their true value, turning something that has been wrongly labelled as waste 
to a product of both artistic and economical value. These fabrics have been used in their greige/natural state in 
order enhance the beauty of the message they carry within.

REDUCE. REUSE. REPAIR. RETHINK.

FOOTBALL SHIRT
35010008-11605KNOCKOUT DRESS

31010006-11605

PEACH HAND SILKBLENDED STRETCH 
WOOL (GRAY)

LONG DORIS DAY CORSET DRESS
11010155-11606

BIKER DRESS
11010153-11606

PENELOPE CORSET DRESS
11010156-11606



Control Union Certifications is active in the field of the inspection and certification in 
organic and sustainable agricultural, forestry and textile industry. Providing services 
around the sustainability of the industry’s supply chains which feed into the food, feed, 
forestry, biomass, bioenergy, social compliance and textiles markets.

The Forest Stewardship Council promote responsible management of the world’s 
forests. The FSC does this by setting standards on forest products, along with certifying 
and labeling them as eco-friendly.

The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is the worldwide leading textile processing 
standard for organic fibres, including ecological and social criteria, backed up by 
independent certification of the entire textile supply chain.

CERTIFICATIONS / LABELS

Waste Couture’s system views waste as a value. Any fashion product created following 
their system is distinguished by Wastemark. For Waste Couture, waste is not production 
waste, but instead it is everything that the industry produces but never gets to live its 
first life cycle and the distorted dynamics that lead to the making of these products. In 
order to ensure the greater transparency possible the Waste Couture Protocol uses 
notarization on blockchain to make public and unalterable the data on the tracing of the 
production chain in the fashion industry: from the style office to the origin of fabrics and 
materials and from production to distribution.



EFI with the GIE CABES in Burkina Faso and Mali work mainly with communities of 
women artisans professionally sustainable by EFI in the manufacture of 100% cotton 
fabrics from cotton production in Burkina Faso & Mali.

The Ethical Fashion Initiative acts as a bridge, connecting marginalised artisan 
communities in challenging and remote locations with global lifestyle brands. 

Linking international brands with a network of artisans gives these communities in 
challenging and remote locations access to the international marketplace. This access 
to the market creates employment for artisans, and an opportunity to improve their 
lives.

BCI exists to make global cotton production better for the people who produce it, 
better for the environment it grows in and better for the sector’s future, by developing 
Better Cotton as a sustainable mainstream commodity. To achieve this mission, BCI 
works with a diverse range of stakeholders across the cotton supply chain to promote 
measurable and continuing improvements for the environment, farming communities 
and the economies of cotton-producing areas. The Better Cotton Standard System is 
a holistic approach to sustainable cotton production which covers all three pillars of 
sustainability: environmental, social and economic.

Oeko-Tex labels and certificates confirm the human-ecological safety of textile 
products and leather articles from all stages of production (raw materials 
and fibres, yarns, fabrics, ready-to-use end products) along the textile value chain. 

CERTIFICATIONS / LABELS




